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 Types of games

 Basic rules of game 
design

 How are we going to 

Users Eye

 Why do we play games?

 What kind of games do 
we play?

 Where do we play 
games?

 Benefits and cost of  How are we going to 
submit them?

 How do designers work?

 Where do designers 
need to work?

 Where can we learn 
how to design games?

 How about accessories?

 Benefits and cost of 
games

 The effect of video 
games on human brain

 Where are they going to 
be in next 10 years?
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Where are we going to write?

 C#,Java,Script...etc
Minecraft,Inivis
Development kits such as Genesis3dDevelopment kits such as Genesis3d
 Some programs that companies are 

developed for game designing

For more information 
http://www.vfs.com
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Types of games

4

2D 3D

Basic rules of game design
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Basic rules of game design

Games are not real world!
Premise
Verify && Validate
Don’t overhelm with choices
Understand  the players 
Write a good story (Ludology supports)
No essays
Care about feedbacks
Make a good game
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How are we going to submit them?

Good entertainment
Make short movie or trailer for them

P   l  d  d l  l  Put a release date and let people 
know (http://vgreleases.com/)

If you are making extended version 
tell people what new is 
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How do designers work?

They work as a group
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Where do designers need to work?

Game Designers Usually Work In A 
Relaxed Environment
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Where can we learn how to design games?

There are game institutes for people 
such as ITT Technical Institute,
DeVry UniversityDeVry University

Computer science department 
By ourselves
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How about accessories?

Easy to use
Ergonomic

N  l  ibl  i h f  Not only compatible with few games
Each operating system’s driver has 

to work with accessories
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Why do we play games?

Fun
Educate
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There are actually 3 main types of 
game
Sports 

What kind of games do we play?

Sports 
Tabletop
Videogames
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Sports Games
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Sports Games
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Sports Games
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Sports Games
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Tabletop
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Tabletop
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Tabletop
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Tabletop
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Tabletop
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Tabletop
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Tabletop
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Video Games
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Video Games
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Video Games
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Video Games
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Video Games
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Computers
Console

H dh ld

Where do we play games?

Handheld
Cell Phones
Pads
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Computers
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Console

be
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be
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Console
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Handheld
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Cell Phones
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Pads
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Benefits of games

We can learn something new

Benefits and cost of games

We can learn something new
We can educate people for a reason
We can have good time
We could learn group work
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Benefits and cost of games

Cost of Games

Ti  l iTime losing
Money losing
Physical or Mental problems or both
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The effect of video games on human brain

Attention disorder
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Brain waves disorder
Increased Aggressive Behavior
Makes you asocial person

Where are games going?

-Are we going to use our brains 
instead of joysticks?
Are we going to be part of games?-Are we going to be part of games?

-Nothing will be changed?
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Ludology,Narratology,Games design heap http://narrativedesign.org/images/diagram1.png
Little young lady with her laptop http://www.moppetgames.com/images/educational-
games5.jpg

PES 2012 Cover http://www.nobetcioyuncu.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/08/pes-2012-
ronaldo.jpg
FIFA 2012 Cover http://fifaindir.org/wp-content/uploads/fifa2012.jpg

NBA 2k12 Cover  http://www.oyuncehennemi.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/10/nba-2012.jpg
Virtual Tennis Cover 
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http://picturez.files.wordpress.com/2007/04/935214_82407_frontzv53.jpg

Madden 2012 Cover http://www2.picturepush.com/photo/a/5633255/480/My-Madden-12-
Covers/Joe-Flacco-Madden-NFL-12-PS3.png?v0
Baseball 2k11 Cover http://preview.filesonic.com/img/351491.jpg

Fishin Haunter http://www.free-fishing-games.com/images/pro-bass-fishing-big.jpg
Pool  http://3.bp.blogspot.com/_gwaz9FzRU_0/SLYmeIh2KII/AAAAAAAAAF8/-
4gNJ8tCZJE/s400/ddd_pool_screenshot.jpg
Volleyball  http://videogamecritic.net/images/nes/kings_of_the_beach.gif
Olympic  Mario http://wiimedia.ign.com/wii/image/article/814/814445/mario-sonic-at-the-
olympic-games-20070822011158274_640w.jpg

 Monopoly http://www.freakingnews.com/Pictures/1/Odd-
Board-Games.jpg

 Backgammon http://pc-backgammon-
online.smartcode.com/images/sshots/pc_backgammon_on
line_185604.jpeg

 Card game http://www.softdistrict.com/wp-
content/uploads/2010/09/card-games-download.gif
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p g g
 Dice http://cdn2.staztic.com/screenshots/free-3d-dice-

game-25-1.jpg

 Pirates http://tcgplayer.com/games/images/pirates/1.jpg
 Man-hang http://cdn3.staztic.com/screenshots/hang-man-

11-1.jpg
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 Keyboard http://www.dfareviews.com/wp-
content/uploads/2011/07/PC-Gaming-Accessories.jpg

 Nintendo http://www.btturk.net/wp-
content/uploads/2011/03/nintendo-3ds.jpg
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 Iphone game http://static.unplugged.rcrwireless.com/wp-
content/uploads/2010/08/iPhone-games-top-image.jpg

 Pad
http://farm5.static.flickr.com/4060/4500519178_3d1bebd
e74.jpg

 http://www.develop-
online.net/features/1400/PlayStation-The-
next-ten-years (Where are games going?)

 http://www.eksisozluk.com/show.asp?t=ludolo
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p p
gy (Why do we play games?)

 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Game (Game 
types)

 http://fun.families.com/blog/the-benefits-of-
games-for-children-and-a (Benefits and cost of 
games)

 http://fun.families.com/blog/the-benefits-of-
games-for-children-and-a (effect of games on 
brain)

Designers Eye section informations
http://www.assassinscreed1092.com/assassins-creed-minecraftta.html#.TtKRWmMr2dB3

http://www.bit-tech.net/gaming/pc/2008/01/23/the_rules_of_game_design/1

http://gamedesignschools411 com/what-do-people-with-game-design-degrees-do-on-the-job/http://gamedesignschools411.com/what-do-people-with-game-design-degrees-do-on-the-job/
http://www.gameinstitute.com/
Game Instute logo http://www.lasergrade.com/logos/gst.jpg

http://gamedesignschools411.com/what-do-people-with-game-design-degrees-do-on-the-job/
Video game designing book logo 
http://t1.gstatic.com/images?q=tbn:ANd9GcSMtda2YMkLon7jQ_2xxKRlUqofvkqh5BmZPSeG9Oe
T-laqkJKL7pWUc1PP
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